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INTRODUCTION

	 Like many curious minds throughout history, I too have become fascinated with the Speed of Light. As a physical constant it 
is the fastest thing in our universe traveling at a determined speed of 299,792,458 meters per second, and as Albert Einstein 
explained in his theory of relativity, it is the basis to which space and time are woven together as the fabric of our universe. In 
my quest for a better understanding of Light and its significance, my research led me to believe that our scientific community 
does not accurately define the value for standard gravity on Earth. By using a pendulum approach to determine simultaneous 
unit measurements for length, mass, and time, I found that the acceleration due to Earth’s gravity (g) should instead be defined 
as π2 m/s2 (a transcendent value of roughly 9.8596…) rather than its current accepted value of 9.80665 m/s2. As a result, 
making this change would impact universal constant values for the Gravitational Constant (G), Planck’s Constant (h), and the 
Speed of Light Constant (c). 
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To my wife Carolyn... 
I am enamored by you and the stars, I love you and I love our adventures.  

 

To my parents Jill & Tom... 
Thank you for creating a wonderful world for us to grow up in, your love and support inspires me to be a better man. 

To my Family & Friends... 
I wish you all the best on your journeys, and may your future be bright. 
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PART I
∏

 A BRIEF HISTORY IN         

LENGTH, MASS, & TIME

   The earliest known system of 
measures originated in Egypt and 
Mesopotamia between 4000-2000 BCE. 
The cubit was the length of the forearm 
from the elbow to the tip of the middle 
finger, a grain of barley or wheat was 
used as a unit of mass, and by tracking 
the movement of celestial bodies the 
Egyptians developed a 365 day solar 
calendar. Yet, as value discrepancies 
often caused measurements to vary 
between different parts of the world, 
different cultures, or between different 
trades, a system of agreed upon value 
was needed in order to further 
progress...



	 By counting on their fingers, using the thumb to point to each finger bone, it is thought that the ancient Sumerians and 
Babylonians divided days and nights into 12-hour time periods. This led to the implementation of a sexigesimal time system 
with the base number 60, allowing for a maximum number of even fractions to be subdivided into minutes and seconds. With 
the invention of the verge escapement in the 1400’s, the first mechanical clocks were able to display these fractions of the day 
more precisely. By using energy from a wound coil to spin a series of wheels, a sawtooth-shaped crown wheel will prevent the 
energy from escaping all at once, allowing the clock to advance at regular intervals, or “ticks.”
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 	 In the early 1600’s, Galileo Galilei’s work using pendulums led Marin Mersenne to calculate the exact length that 
would produce a completion period of precisely two seconds. This resulted in English philosopher John Wilkins proposing a 
universal language of measures in which units of length, mass, and time were determined through their pendulum relationship. 
During the French Revolution the second was officially defined as “1⁄86,400 of a mean solar day.” The meter was then set as “the 
length based on a pendulum with a half-period of one second,” and using this value of length, the kilogram was set as “the mass 
of a cubic decimeter of water at 4° Celsius (the point at which water has the greatest density).” However, because the Earth is 
not a perfect sphere, gravity varies slightly over the surface, and therefore it affects the period of a pendulum. This led 
researchers to redefine the meter instead as “one ten-millionth of the distance from the Earth's equator to the North Pole, 
measured on the meridian through Paris.” Using these values a prototype bar and cube were constructed of platinum and 
declared international standard units for length and mass. 
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 In the 1930’s, it was discovered that quartz crystals have the ability to resonate at extremely precise frequencies, and upon 
effect from an electrical charge, these vibrations could be detected to improve time accuracy. By the 1970’s, cesium atoms were 
used to further regulate the quartz oscillations in what are known as atomic clocks. Through a system of magnets and ionized 
radiation it allowed time to become measurable to the nanosecond (or one billionth of a second). The International Committee 
for Weights and Measures has since redefined the second as “the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation 
corresponding to the cesium 133 atom.” Using this value for time, the meter has been redefined as “the length of the path 
travelled by light in vacuum during a time interval of 1⁄299,792,458 of a second.” While the kilogram remains for the most part 
unchanged since the 1800’s, defined independently from values of length and time as “the mass equal to the International 
Prototype of the Kilogram stored in the International Bureau of Weights and Measures under specified conditions.”

As of November 2018, the International 
Committee voted to change the value of 
the kilogram so that it is now defined by 
the Planck Constant. Using a “Kibble 
Balance” instrument the weight of a test 
object is very precisely measured by 
the electric current and voltage needed to 
produce a compensating force. 
(I discuss Planck’s constant in Part III).

*

*
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 While our current units of measurement have enabled amazing technological advancements, such as Global Positioning 
Systems (GPS) through the time accuracy and coordination of multiple satellites, in order to further understand our universe 
we must continue to improve our value definitions for Length, Mass, and Time... 



PART II
∏

THE SPEED OF LIGHT

   The Speed of Light, commonly 
denoted “c”, has captivated many of 
history’s greatest thinkers. According 
to the theory of relativity, c is the 
maximum speed at which anything in 
the universe can travel…

(The Speed of Light is valued at 299,792,458 meters per second in a vacuum.  
It is considered ‘exact’ because the meter is defined from this constant.)



 	 In 1676, by timing the eclipses of Jupiter’s moons, Danish astronomer Ole Rømer discovered that light moves at a finite 
speed. When Earth was closer in orbit to Jupiter, Rømer found that Jupiter’s moon Io would eclipse 11 minutes faster than he 
expected, and when Earth was at it’s furthest point in orbit away from Jupiter, Io would eclipse 11 minutes later than his 
calculations. Through these findings Rømer proved that light does not traverse distances instantaneously, and thus it would 
take 22 minutes for light to travel the diameter of Earth’s orbit.
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	 In 1725, James Bradley would help fine-tune the exact Speed of Light by discovering stellar aberration. He found that over 
the course of a year, stars would trace little ellipses in the sky, and that this unusual behavior would occur in all stars despite 
how far away they were. By factoring in the direction and speed of Earth in its orbit, while using a consistent finite Speed of 
Light, Bradley found that it agreed with the position changes he had been observing. This allowed him to calculate that it takes 
roughly 8 minutes and 12 seconds for light to travel from the Sun and arrive on Earth, estimating that light travels at a speed 
of near 300,000,000 meters per second.
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	 In 1821, Michael Faraday discovered a mysterious relationship between electric current and magnetism, noticing that both 
are affected by changes in the other. By the 1860’s, James Clerk Maxwell would unify their relation through a series of 
equations, calling it electromagnetism. He described that as charged particles were to accelerate they caused waves of energy to 
radiate through a force field. By measuring the wave’s length and multiplying it by its frequency, Maxwell noticed a startling 
coincidence; that this velocity matched the Speed of Light. Through this shared connection he predicted there could be an infinite 
number of wavelengths with corresponding frequencies, providing the first indication of the electromagnetic spectrum. Heinrich 
Hertz proved Maxwell’s theory correct a few years later by building an apparatus to generate and detect radio waves, and this 
in turn led to the understanding of microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, X-ray, and gamma radiation.

Electric Field

Magnetic Field

Radio | Microwaves | Infrared | Visible Light | Ultraviolet | X-rays | Gamma

(Isaac Newton had discovered prior that the entire color spectrum of 
visible light already exists within a beam of white light. By shining 
light at an angle into a triangular prism, the colors will disperse from 
one another due to their difference in wavelength and frequency.)
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	 Prior to Maxwell, classical relativity suggested that all objects move in speeds relative to one another. For example, if a 
baseball is thrown inside of a moving train, it will appear at different velocities to an observer on the train as opposed to an 
observer watching from the platform outside of the train. Yet, as Maxwell believed the electromagnetic force field extended 
throughout the entirety of the universe, the Speed of Light must move at a constant speed relative to everything. Therefore a light 
beam on a moving train would be observed at the same velocity for both observers on and off the train. In 1905, Albert Einstein 
published Special Relativity, proposing that all observers regardless of their state of motion will measure the same Speed of Light. 
Thus, as an object moves faster approaching this limit, time will pass more slowly and the object will become smaller in length. 

(By setting “c” as a constant limit throughout the universe,  
time dilation and length contraction must occur relative to an object’s motion.)
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	 In 1915 Einstein applied accelerated motion to his earlier concepts of the Speed of Light which allowed him to redefine 
gravity through his Theory of General Relativity. Isaac Newton and previously declared that every mass particle in the universe 
attracts every other mass particle by a proportional force, yet instead Einstein explained that time and spatial dimensions 
together form a spacetime field which is warped by objects with mass, similar to the effect of a bowling ball on a trampoline. 
Four years later, Arthur Eddington confirmed Einstein’s theory by photographing astronomical patterns beyond a solar 
eclipse, proving that they had appeared to slightly shift due to the curved spacetime fabric caused by the Sun’s mass. 



PART III
∏

LAWS OF ENERGY

   Isaac Newton’s Laws of Motion:  
 
	 1.) Every object will remain at rest or 	
	 in uniform motion unless compelled to 	
	 change by an external force.

	 2.) The Force of an object changing in 	
	 speed is equal to it’s mass multiplied by 
	 it’s acceleration (F=MA). 

	 3.) For every action there is an equal 	
	 and opposite re-action. 

Energy exists as the ability to do work, a value 
of force multiplied by the distance of the 
action (Work = Force x Distance). Scientific 
discovery has revealed a single 
interconnected relationship through energy 
with many interchangeable forms...

(Whereas Force is measured in units of kilogram·meters / seconds2 ,
Energy and Work are measured in kilogram·meters2 / seconds2.)
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	 Throughout history, an important catalyst for growth has been mankind’s ability to convert one form of energy efficiently 
into another. A steam engine for example, converts the potential chemical energy from coal into kinetic mechanical energy 
used to power a machine. The heat from burning coal is used to boil water into steam, and by capturing the steam in a large 
cylinder the pressure will push a piston to move in a reciprocating motion.
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	 The unit of energy is the joule, named after James Prescott Joule. After years of measuring the relationship between the 
gravitational potential of a falling weight and the rising water temperature caused by friction, Joule determined they are in fact 
two interconvertible forms of energy. Joule’s discovery led to the law of Conservation of Energy, stating that energy can neither 
be created nor destroyed; rather it transforms from one form to another. William Thomson, who was ennobled as Lord Kelvin, 
expanded upon Joule’s work establishing the laws of thermodynamics. Kelvin theorized that the temperature of a physical system 
at rest is a measure of energy generated by internal particles in motion. He stated that it is the natural behavior of energy to 
spread out within a physical system, and therefore differences in temperature, pressure, and chemical potential will tend to 
even out over time, spontaneously evolving towards thermodynamic equilibrium (also known as maximum entropy). Through 
proposing an absolute temperature scale using the same incremental unit size as the Celsius degree, Kelvin calculated Absolute 
Zero at which all atomic activity would stop if it were possible to be reached.
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 In the 1800’s, Michael Faraday’s experiments with electricity and magnetism led to the world’s first electric motor. By 
soaking zinc plates in saltwater he was able to create a voltaic battery, in which charged particles would generate electric 
current when attached to a conductive copper wire. Faraday constructed an apparatus featuring a free-hanging wire extended 
in a pool of mercury, and as a result of the electric current it caused the wire to rotate around a submerged magnet. Upon 
development of the first light bulb (largely credited to Sir Joseph Swan), electricity flowing through a filament wire with 
higher resistance will cause it to heat up and start to glow, converting electrical energy to light energy. Inventors Thomas 
Edison and Nikola Tesla would later revolutionize the world by introducing means of distributing this electrical current. 
Edison began providing direct current to customers in lower Manhattan, and soon after Tesla offered the advances of alternating 
current by using magnets and coils to periodically reverse the direction of current. This enabled higher voltages to be 
transmitted safer and over longer distances, allowing electricity to be produced and distributed cheaper and more effectively.  
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As of the recent 2018 International Committee decision, Planck’s constant 
“h” is no longer something that is measured, but rather it is defined exactly as 
6.62607015×10-34  kg·m2/s, which now determines our value for the kilogram 
(I discuss the need to set unit measurement values simultaneously in Part VI).

	 As electrical illumination grew in popularity in the early 1900’s, Max Planck had been commissioned to examine how 
heated objects would emit light. He observed that as more and more thermal energy is applied to a physical system, the wave 
frequency it emits will continually increase, referred to as black-body radiation. However, because objects do not become invisible 
upon exceeding the intensity of visible light into the ultraviolet, Planck theorized that light must behave as individually small 
packets of energy, like water flowing in droplets rather than a continuous stream. In what would later earn him a Nobel Prize, 
Einstein proposed his Photoelectric Effect experiment explaining that by shining shorter high-frequency violet light at a metal plate it 
would be capable of affecting the particles that carry electric current, but by using longer low-frequency red light, regardless of how 
much or for how long, it would not. It was determined that an incremental amount of light energy would need to be absorbed, 
later referred to as a photon. Together with Max Planck’s theory of quantized light (E=hf), Einstein proved that a photon’s 
energy is directly proportionate to its electromagnetic frequency, providing evidence of such incremental energy and offering 
the bizarre conclusion that light could behave both as a wave and as a massless particle. 

*
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	 During his miracle year of 1905, in addition to the Theory of Special Relativity and Photoelectric Effect Albert Einstein would 
publish perhaps the most influential equation in modern physics, E=mc2. Through this relationship between energy, mass, and 
the Speed of Light, it states that mass too is an interconvertible form of energy. Therefore, no object with mass can travel at the 
Speed of Light. As an object approaches the limit set by “c” it will require more energy, making it heavier in mass.

E=mc2

The discovery led to the understanding of nuclear fission and nuclear fusion, whereas power plants are fueled by fission as Uranium or 
Plutonium atoms are broken apart, the thermal power of the Sun comes from fusion as Hydrogen atoms combine to form Helium. In both 
processes there ends up being a little less mass than before it started (referred to as the mass defect), and through the relationship with the 
Speed of Light this missing matter is turned into a large amount of energy.



PART IV
∏

QUANTUM MYSTERIES

   Around 440 BCE, the Greek philosopher 
Democritus proposed that everything in the 
world was made up of tiny particles called 
atomos, meaning “uncuttable” or “indivisible.” 
It would be more than 2,000 years before the 
next major advancement in atomic theory, 
when in 1808, John Dalton described how the 
fundamental elements of atoms could be 
combined, separated, or rearranged in 
chemical reactions to form compounds. A 
century later, J.J. Thomson and Ernest 
Rutherford provided insight into the nature of 
positive and negative charges, and through 
rigorous experimentation they reformed the 
fundamental structure. Throughout the 
1900’s, the likes of Max Planck, Albert 
Einstein, Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, and 
Erwin Schrödinger, probed deeper into the 
quantum realm, and through their discoveries 
science would suggest strange implications…
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(James Chadwick, a student of Rutherford’s, conducted similar 
experiments which led to the discovery of the neutron. By aiming 
beryllium at a thicker sheet of a hydrogen-based substance, it allowed 
for more interactions within the nuclei of atoms, and as scattered 
protons were detected, he determined that this was due to the existence 
of an additional ‘neutrally charged’ elementary particle.)

	 It had been a mystery in the 1800’s as to what carried electric currents. By experimenting with cathode rays in vacuum 
tubes, J.J. Thomson discovered that the negatively charged particles used to generate electricity were actually 1,000 times 
smaller than an atom suggesting the existence of the first subatomic particle, known as the electron. This led him to believe that 
all atoms were uniform spheres of positive matter filled with negatively charged electrons, resembling something similar to a 
chocolate-chip cookie and often referred to as the Plum Pudding Model. Ernest Rutherford, a student of Thomson’s, expanded on 
this theory by experimenting with positively charged particles aimed at a sheet of gold foil. Although he expected the heavier 
positive particles to pass through the gold sheet without any issue, this was not the case as some were scattered and bounced 
back. This led Rutherford to his Nucleus Model in which he believed atoms were made up of mostly empty space with a 
concentrated nucleus of positive particles, that he called protons.
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	 In the 1920’s, Niels Bohr would advance atomic theory by explaining the stability of atoms through his Planetary Model. 
Rutherford had depicted the atom as mostly empty space with a central positive nucleus and orbiting negative electrons, yet 
Bohr speculated that as an electron accelerates it should release radiation causing it to lose energy and spiral towards the 
nucleus. In order for electrons to remain in stable orbit, Bohr discovered that they must exist at certain distances from the 
nucleus corresponding with the photon energy offered by the Plank-Einstein Relation and the Photoelectric Effect. At these 
discrete distances, the electron's acceleration does not result in electromagnetic radiation, and thus they will only emit or 
absorb energy when “leaping” between orbit levels.

(All known chemical elements described on the 
‘Periodic Table’ can be determined by the 
number of protons and neutrons in an atom’s 
nucleus, along with the configuration of 
electrons that exist within orbiting shells.)
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	 Soon after however, in 1927 Werner Heisenberg put forth his uncertainty principle stating that the more precisely a 
particle’s position is determined, the less its momentum can be known, and vice versa. Instead of electrons traveling in 
defined orbits as Bohr proposed, it meant that upon knowing the mass and speed of an electron, the exact space and time 
could only be predicted within a cloud of probability. Heisenberg declared that the failure to pinpoint particles was not due to 
measuring devices, but was rather a fundamental limit. Observation beyond the scale of Planck’s constant would not be 
possible as the energy associated with a photon would disrupt any act of measurement, and therefore could only be measured 
in probability outcomes.

(Heisenberg's uncertainty principle describes a fundamental limit to the precision with which certain pairs of complementary properties, such 
as position and momentum, can be known.)
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	 At the heart of quantum mechanics lies the mystery of the double-slit experiment. Following Einstein’s conclusion that light 
acts both as a wave and a particle, researchers discovered that this wave-particle duality also exists in matter, and can be shown 
by sending electrons through two narrow openings at a detector screen. The results will show an interference pattern of peaks 
and troughs the same way two ripples of water interact, displaying higher intensities where the waves meet and lower 
intensities where the waves cancel each other out. Even when sending the electrons one-by-one to avoid potential deflections, 
over time they still produce the same unusual pattern. Confused by the outcome, researchers have tried placing an observation 
device in order to see which slit individual electrons pass through. Yet, as a result of Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, in 
doing so it will alter the experiment causing the electrons to instead produce results directly in line with the open slits.

(This perplexing outcome suggests that the electron travels as both a particle and a wave. Upon reaching the double-slit barrier the particle will 
pass through one of the slits, while the waves it generates pass through both slits and interfere with one another on the other side. As a result, the 
interfering waves will impact the course of the particle-electron as it moves towards the detector screen.)
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	 This in turn led to much debate whether or not a particle actually exists in multiple places at one time (referred to as 
Superposition), along with whether or not an observer has the ability to impact quantum systems (referred to as the Observer 
Effect). Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger felt strongly that the observer does not cause quantum systems to behave 
differently, nor can a particle exist in two places simultaneously. Schrödinger instead put forth an equation describing the 
wave function of a particle allowing for accurate statistical predictions over time, and presented his argument through a 
philosophical scenario where otherwise a cat could be both alive and dead at the same time.

(By theoretically placing a cat in a box with a deadly device controlled by the position of a particle, under the ‘Copenhagen Interpretation’ the cat 
is both alive and dead up until the moment of observation. Under this approach the fate of Schrödinger's cat would only be revealed upon lifting 
the lid of the box, thus carrying out the act of measurement and causing the superposition to collapse.)  



PART V
∏

THE BIG BANG

   In the last 100 years, technological 
advancements have allowed researchers to 
predict our earliest known periods of our 
universe through its tremendous scale 
evolution. Large telescopes have shown 
images of spiral galaxies outside of our 
own Milky Way, our knowledge of the 
electromagnetic spectrum provides 
evidence that our universe is expanding, 
by calculating this expansion rate it 
indicates that our universe began roughly 
13.8 billion years ago, and through 
additional confirmations detecting cosmic 
background radiation and simulating 
events in large particle accelerators, our 
universe is best described by the model 
known as the Big Bang...
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	 In 1919, Edwin Hubble traveled to the world’s largest telescope at the Mount Wilson Observatory in Pasadena, 
California. With a reflective mirror 2.5 meters in diameter, the Hooker Telescope allowed Hubble to study certain spiral 
nebulae and become the first to determine there were independent galaxies outside of our own. By using the telescope’s great 
precision to locate a type of pulsating star within the nebula (known as Cepheid variables), Hubble used them as benchmarks for 
measuring large cosmic distances. He was able to determine that the Andromeda nebula was a distance much further away 
than the expected size of our Milky Way Galaxy, and therefore concluded it was an entire galaxy external to our own. 
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(In what is known as the Doppler Effect, sound waves will rise in pitch moving towards an observer, and will lower in pitch moving in the opposite 
direction. The same applies for visible light shifting towards violet as the object approaches, and redshifting as it moves further away.)

	 Colors of visible light travel in different wavelengths and frequencies, as shown by the electromagnetic spectrum. While 
all electromagnetic waves move at the constant Speed of Light, blue and violet are associated with shorter more-frequent waves, 
whereas red light is made up of longer less-frequent waves. As an object moves away from an observer, the light it emits will 
redshift, meaning that it will be stretched longer and less-frequently towards the red end of the visible spectrum. Amazingly, 
when Hubble looked out at the different spiral nebula galaxies in every direction, he found that they were all redshifting. In 
addition he noticed that galaxies further away were receding faster, and by calculating this exponential rate he was able to put 
forth Hubble’s Law, proving that our universe is expanding.
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	 By reversing the expansion of our universe and mathematically rewinding Hubble’s Law, it indicates that the beginning 
dates back roughly 13.8 billion years to the “Big Bang.” Cosmologist Ralph Alpher furthered this concept proposing the 
formation of atomic nuclei during the hot early periods, and together with Robert Herman, predicted that the universe would 
have stretched and cooled in such a way that low-temperature radiation would be left over as residue from the massive event. 
During the 1960’s, while working for the Bell Telephone company in New Jersey, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson 
accidentally discovered the predicted cosmic microwave background radiation. Using a horn antenna to receive radio signals, 
Penzias and Wilson found that in each direction they pointed the horn it detected an unusual static. Unsure of what could be 
causing the static, Penzias and Wilson reached out to team of scientists at Princeton University who provided confirmation 
that this static was indeed evidence of the Big Bang.

(NASA’s COBE satellite has since provided a detailed map of the cosmic microwave background, showing the afterglow radiation from the Big 
Bang that represents temperature and density throughout our entire visible universe.)
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(Quantum fluctuations exist as momentary bursts of energy that occur throughout 
the universe as a result of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Because energy and 
time are complementary characteristics, energy in the form of mass will actively 
appear as negative and positive particle pairs that rejoin to annihilate one another.)

 Following Einstein’s Relativity scientists began predicting black holes, describing a point of compact mass that deforms 
spacetime so that nothing can escape from it, not particles or light. Although black holes can’t be directly detected using 
telescopes, their presence can be inferred by studying their effect as nearby matter is drawn towards them. In 1974, theoretical 
physicist Stephen Hawking predicted that as particle and antiparticle pairs are created through quantum fluctuations, at the 
gravitational event horizon of a black hole one particle will be sucked in while the other radiates out into space. More recently in 
2016, in an effort to detect cosmic gravitational waves and further identify the existence of black holes, two large observatories 
were constructed in the United States using beams of light spread out by four kilometers of mirror spacing. The Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) has since reported evidence of two massive black holes merging 
together 1.3 billion light-years away. The exciting discovery proved that as the black holes collided they sent shock waves 
throughout the universe, and as these gravitational waves reached Earth they momentarily distorted our space and time.
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	 The Big Bang theory relies on independent frameworks of General Relativity (represented by gravitational forces and the 
large scale impact in which masses warp the spacetime field), and Quantum Mechanics (represented by the properties and 
forces on the smallest observable scales of energy). By using large electromagnetic tubes to accelerate and create particle 
collisions, protons and neutrons were found to contain smaller constitutes of matter, leading to the discovery of quarks. These 
experiments suggest that as fundamental forces manifested from one another during the high energy conditions immediately 
after the Big Bang, they allowed the emergence of quarks to combine and form protons and neutrons. By applying 
mathematical symmetry techniques to data collected from particle accelerators, it has enabled researchers to formulate the 
Standard Model of Elementary Particles.

(The Large Hadron Collider in Geneva, Switzerland has recently demonstrated the existence of the Higgs Boson, which may serve as 
evidence towards unifying the forces of electromagnetism, strong nuclear interaction, and weak nuclear interaction as a single force during 
the early period after the Big Bang. The ‘strong force’ is responsible for holding the nucleus of atoms together, while the ‘weak force’ is 
responsible for the radioactive decay of neutrons.)
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	 Using the Hubble Space Telescope we see trillions of galaxies, a wide range of planetary systems orbiting a variety of 
stars, we detect the existence of black holes, and we understand that our universe is expanding by observing how galaxies 
further away recede from Earth at a faster velocity. One might expect that as a result of the Big Bang our optical range must 
therefore be 13.8 billion light years, the age dating back to our beginning, but rather because space is expanding we can 
actually detect light up to 45.7 billion light years away. This is because objects that were once closer to our vantage point have 
moved exponentially further away due to expansion over time. By examining how light from galaxies shifts towards the red 
end of the electromagnetic spectrum, Edwin Hubble calculated a proportional rate of expansion through his constant “H”, in 
that galaxies 14.4 billion light years away are currently receding from Earth at the Speed of Light. 



PART VI
∏

π & e

	 In order to understand the mysterious 
nature of our universe, we must first understand 
the infinite and transcendent nature of numbers 
“π” (3.14159...) and “e” (2.71828...)
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	 Pi, most commonly recognized by the Greek symbol “π”, is the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter. 
Approximated as 3.14159, its decimal representation never ends and never settles into a permanent repeating pattern, nor can it 
be expressed exactly as a fraction.

3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923078164062862089986280348253421170679821480865132823
066470938446095505822317253594081284811174502841027019385211055596446229489549303819644288109756659334461284756482337
867831652712019091456485669234603486104543266482133936072602491412737245870066063155881748815209209628292540917153643
678925903600113305305488204665213841469519415116094330572703657595919530921861173819326117931051185480744623799627495
6735188575272489122793818301194912983367336244065664308602139494639522473719070217986094370277053921717629317675238...
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(Using this and similar methods many have attempted to uncover where π’s mysterious value may end. By 1949, the development of computers 
allowed American mathematician John Wrench to accurately reach 1,120 decimal places of π, and today with supercomputing power more than a 
trillion ongoing digits have been calculated.)

	 The earliest written approximations of π were displayed by the fraction 25⁄8 dating as far back as 1900 BCE, used in ancient 
Egypt and Babylon. In 250 BCE the Greek mathematician Archimedes used a geometrical approach; by drawing a hexagon on 
the inside and outside of a circle, he was able to determine that the circumference of the circle must therefore be in between the 
measured perimeter values of the inner and outer hexagons. Archimedes repeated this process by doubling the number of 
sides until he reached a 96-sided polygon inside and outside of the circle. In doing so, he was able to calculate that π was 
between 223⁄71 and 22⁄7, a value of roughly 3.14.
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	 There is another number in our universe that like pi is also considered a transcendental mathematical constant. 
Euler’s number, or “e”, is the base of natural logarithms used in determining exponentials, and represents a curve as the 
sum of an infinite series. Approximated as 2.71828, it too cannot be expressed exactly as a fraction, and its decimal goes 
on forever never settling into a permanent repeating pattern. 

2.7182818284590452353602874713526624977572470936999595749669676277240766303535475945713821785251664274274663919320030
599218174135966290435729003342952605956307381323286279434907632338298807531952510190115738341879307021540891499348841
675092447614606680822648001684774118537423454424371075390777449920695517027618386062613313845830007520449338265602976
067371132007093287091274437470472306969772093101416928368190255151086574637721112523897844250569536967707854499699679
4686445490598793163688923009879312773617821542499922957635148220826989519366803318252886939849646510582093923982948...
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Bank
e = (1 + 1/n)n = 2.718281828459...

If you have $1.00 and the bank agrees to pay 100% interest per year, if the 
interest is credited once you will have $2.00 at the end of the year. 

If the interest is credited twice in the year, the interest rate for each 6 
months will be 50%. After the first half you will have $1.50, and to by year 
end you will instead have $2.25. 
($1×1.5=$1.50 | $1.50×1.5=$2.25)

Compounding quarterly yields $1.00 × (1.25)4  = $2.4414... 
($1×1.25=$1.25 | $1.25×1.25=$1.56 | $1.56×1.25=$1.95 | $1.95×1.25=$2.44)

Compounding monthly yields $1.00 × (1 + 1/12)12  = $2.6130...
Compounding weekly (n = 52) yields $2.6925...
Compounding daily (n = 365) yields $2.7145...
Compounding twice per day (n = 730) yields $2.7164...
Compounding 100x per day (n = 36,500) yields $2.7182...

Credited once...

Credited twice...

Credited quarterly...

$1.00 $1.25 $1.56 $1.95 $2.44

$1.00 $1.50 $2.25

$1.00 $2.00

	 e was first discovered through the study of compound interest in the late 1600’s and made popular by Leonard Euler to 
whom it is named after. As the sum of an infinite series, by increasing the number of times interest is paid during a given period 
the ending credit will approach the on-going value of e (2.71828...). 

(The Speed of Light is very similar to “e” in that both represent a maximum limit involving time.  
Objects with mass can approach the Speed of Light yet can never reach it’s full value.)



PART VII
∏

THEORY OF EVERYTHING

	 In our quest for a Theory of Everything, we 
seek to develop one single framework that unites 
General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics, and 
describes all physical aspects of our universe...
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	 Through the evolution of unit measurements from the ancient Egyptians to the French Revolution, the second became 
defined as “1⁄86,400 of a mean solar day,” and based on this value, the meter was determined as “the length of a pendulum with a 
half-period of one second at standard gravity.” Using the equation that describes the half-period of a pendulum, if T and L are 
both set as “one”, the acceleration due to Earth’s gravity (g) must be represented by a value of “π2 m/s2.” 

 π2 equals a value of roughly 9.8596, which is remarkably close to our accepted gravity on Earth, 9.8066 m/s2. This is not a coincidence, and 
upon further investigating why these values are so similar it reveals a clue towards understanding our universe... 

Understanding “Standard Gravity on Earth”

g = π2
m/s2
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	 Upon setting unit values of measurement through the use of a pendulum, by doing so we are establishing the Earth as 
a unit for mass. However, during the 1800’s the kilogram was instead defined by what is essentially a random weight (“the 
mass of a cubic decimeter of water at 4° Celsius”). Currently our scientific community defines the second in “Terrestrial 
Time”, meaning that it is measured at the gravitational field strength of Earth’s surface at mean sea level. Yet, by using a 
predetermined gravitational value of 9.8066 m/s2 rather than “π2 m/s2”, this method fails to provide accurate adjustments 
for time dilation and length contraction.

Understanding the Kilogram measurement
Mass = Earth

Mass (M): 1 Earth
Time (T): 1 Second
Length (L): 1 Meter
Standard Gravity (g): π2 m/s2

M

In other words; length, mass, time, and gravitational acceleration must all be arrived at simultaneously, 
and upon determining three of the values the fourth must always be expressed in terms of π. 
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Current value of Newton’s Gravitational Constant (G):   
6.67408×10-11 m3/kg·s2 (with a standard uncertainty of 46 parts-per-million)
 
Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation:
Force = G[(m × m)/r2] 

Newton’s Second Law of Motion:
Force = ma

Solve for G:
G[(m × m)/r2] = ma
G = (a) r2 / m

Insert “Earth” as unit for mass:
G = (a) r2 / (earth)

Insert “π2 m/s2” for the established Acceleration due to Earth’s Gravity:  
G = (π2)(r2)/(earth)

Insert “Earth’s Circumference / 2π” for distance r:   
G = (π2)(C⊕/2π)2 /(earth)    
G = (π2)(C⊕)2 /(4)(π2)(earth)  
G = (C⊕)2 /(4)(earth) 

Insert “Current value of Earth’s Circumference” for circumference C⊕:
G = (40,075,000 m)2/(4)(earth)
G ≈ 4×1014 m3/earths· s2 

Check work:
(Current kilogram Value of G) × (Current Value of Earth’s mass in kg) = G m3/earths· s2

(6.674×10-11 m3/kg· s2) × (5.972×1024 kg) ≈ 4×1014 m3/earths· s2

Understanding “Newton’s Gravitational Constant”

	 Isaac Newton’s gravitational constant, denoted G, is used to 
determine the acting force between masses stating that the force 
(F) between two point-like bodies is directly proportional to the 
product of their masses, and inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance (r). “Big G” (not to be confused with “g” 
representing the acceleration due to Earth’s gravity) is currently 
measured as 6.67408×10-11 m3/kg· s2. Yet within this proportional 
value there remains a significant uncertainty. By replacing 
kilograms with “Earths” as a unit measurement for mass, and 
replacing 9.8066 m/s2 with “π2 m/s2” as a standard acceleration 
due to gravity on Earth, Newton’s Gravitational Constant (G) 
can be more accurately set to a value of 4x1014 m3/Earth· s2.

Note: In 200 BC, Greek mathematician Eratosthenes determined 
the circumference of Earth to be roughly 40,000,000 meters, 
which he calculated by measuring the angles of shadows cast at 
two different locations and measuring the distance between them 
(strikingly accurate to our current value of 40,075,000 meters). He could 
then determine Earth’s Radius using Radius=Circumference / 2π.

G = C⊕2/4 m3/earths· s2
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Understanding “Planck’s Constant” 

Current value of Planck’s Constant (h):  6.62607015×10-34  kg·m2/s

Maxwell’s discovery of Electromagnetic waves:
c=λf

Planck-Einstein Relation:
E=hf

Einstein’s Mass-Energy Equivalence:
E=mc2 

Particle-Wave Relation:
mc2=hf
mc2=h(c/λ)  Substituting speed of light divided by wavelength c/λ for frequency f
λ=h/mc

Solve for h:
h=λcm

Insert “Earth” as unit for mass:
h=(λ)(c)(earth)

Insert “(π/e)/c2” for wavelength λ:
h=[(π/e)/c2)](c)(earth)
h=[(π/e)(earth)]/c

Insert “Current value of the Speed of Light” for speed of light c:
h=[(π/e)(earth)]/299,792,458
h ≈ 3.9×10-9 earths·m2/s

Check work:
(Current kilogram Value of h) × (Current Value of Earth’s mass in kg) = h earths·m2/s
(6.626×10-34  kg·m2/s) × (5.972×1024 kg) ≈ 3.9×10-9 earths·m2/s

	 Max Planck’s theory of quantized light lead to Albert 
Einstein’s Photoelectric Effect experiment, providing evidence 
that a photon’s incremental energy is directly proportionate to 
it’s electromagnetic frequency, E=hf. Additionally, Einstein had 
shown that mass and energy are related through his famous 
equivalence principle E=mc2. As previously described by James 
Clerk Maxwell, the wavelength of an electromagnetic wave 
multiplied by it’s frequency is equal to the Speed of Light, c=λf, and 
in an effort to understand wave-particle properties of atoms, 
Louis de Broglie combined these equations , E=h(c/λ).

	 In November, 2018 the International Committee of 
Weights and Measures voted to change the value of the 
kilogram so that it is defined by Planck’s constant. As a result of 
this decision, “h” is no longer a value that is measured, but 
rather it is now defined exactly as 6.62607015×10-34  kg·m2/s. 
However, in order to determine accurate values for Planck’s 
constant (h), Newton’s constant (G), and the Speed of Light (c), 
we must first simultaneously determine values for length, mass, 
time, and the acceleration due to Earth’s gravity (g). 

Note: Euler’s number e can be found in Plank’s original equation 
for determining blackbody radiation and is commonly used in 
mathematical statistics and probability. 

h = (π/e)/c earths·m2/s
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Understanding“The Speed of Light”

	 “Euler’s Identity” is often considered the most beautiful 
equation in mathematics, providing a fundamental relationship 
between 1, 0, π, e, and the imaginary number “i” describing a 
lateral set of numbers.

	 Upon establishing units of measurement simultaneously 
through the use of a pendulum, I believe this mysterious and 
fascinating equation best explains the Speed of Light and the 
infinite nature of our wonderful universe. 

e  + 1 = 0iπ

Current Value Definitions by the International Committee of Weights and Measures
Time (second): the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods corresponding to the cesium 133 atom.
Length (meter): the distance travelled by light in vacuum during 1⁄299,792,458 of a second.
Mass (kilogram): based on fixed Planck’s constant value of 6.62607015×10-34  kg·m2/s  
(beginning in May 2019 the kilogram will be determined using a Kibble Balance instrument that 
measures the electric current and voltage needed to produce a compensating force in order to 
establish the weight of a test object.)
Acceleration due to Earth’s Standard Gravity (g): 9.80665 m/s2  
(based on the acceleration of a body in free fall at sea level at a geodetic latitude of 45°) 
Newton’s Gravitational Constant (G): 6.67408×10-11 m3/kg·s2  
(with a standard uncertainty of 46 parts-per-million)
Planck’s Constant (h): 6.62607015×10-34  kg·m2/s  
(beginning in May 2019) 
Speed of Light Constant (c): 299,792,458 m/s

Simultaneous Pendulum Value Measurements
Time (second): 1⁄86,400 of a mean solar day
Length (meter): the measure of a pendulum with a half-period of one second at standard gravity
Mass (earth): the mass of Earth
Acceleration due to Earth’s Standard Gravity (g): π2 m/s2

Newton’s Gravitational Constant (G): C⊕2/4 m3/earths· s2

(a measure of Earth’s circumference squared divided by 4, expressed in m3/earths· s2)
Planck’s Constant (h): (π/e)/c earths·m2/s
(a measure of π divided by e, divided by the determined value of the speed of light,  
expressed in earths·m2/s)
Speed of Light Constant (c): eπ d⊕ m/s
(a measure of transcendent value e to the power of π, roughly 23.1406, multiplied by Earth’s diameter 
or whichever planet you are using a pendulum on to determine measurements)

x

y

i

(1,0)

(0,1)

(-1,0)

(0,-1)
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“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.”


